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Abstract 
Rotella, F., Shuffle product of generating series, Theoretical Computer Science 79 ( 1991) 257-261. 
In this note, we give a short proof of the explicit and recurrent construction of the shuffle product 
of two noncommutative formal power serIfis This construction is simply expressed in terms of 
linear matrix algebra. 
1. Introduction 
In a recent work [ 11, Jacob has expressed, through the notion of substitution, the 
analytic and recurrent expression of the shuffle product of two generating series. 
The aim of our paper is to present a shorter proof of his result based on the use of 
the Kronecker shuffle. This leads to directly off-line-computable linear operators 
which allow the resulting generating series to be determined in a very simple way. 
Before stating the results, we present the basic notations and operators used irl 
the following. 
(1) Let &={a,,..., cu,} an alphabet of noncommutative symbols, we denote by 
&* the set of all words on .P& equipped with the concatenation product denoted 
simply by juxtaposition. For this product, the neutral element is the empty word E. 
From the vector of symbols: X = [q , . . . , a,]*, we define the following vector?, 
where 0 denotes the Kronecker product [2]: 
We must note here that dim X[‘] = n’ and the componetlts of Xl” are the words of 
length i expressed in lexicographic order. 
(2) Let er be the ith unit vector of dimension p: 
e’=[O, . . . 0 l,O,... O]*, 
4 --w-J-J 
(1-l) (p-i) 
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and the p x q matrix: E:I;” = ef’(ey)‘-. We will USC the permutation matrix 
It is obvious that we have Ul,c, = U,,, = ~‘i, where Iq is t 
q, and the usefulness of this permutation matrix appears 
A@ B = UJ BOf~]U,,,,, 
where A and B are respectively (p x q) and (s x I) [3]. 
(3) We will use also the Kronecker shuffle product, denoted 0, of two vectors, 
V=[v,,..., uJTand W=[w,,..., w$‘, where the vi and q are words, defined by 
v@ w= 
c, l” w; . . . 
u1 lLl W’ 4 
V2 u :v, . 
. . 
c-f UJ w Y 
. 
. 
. 
% L” WI 
l 
. . 
VP lu w4 
where u denotes the shuffle product of words [43: 
EWE=& 3 VV,WEd”, &w.?=v~E=v, 
a,v lu a,w* = a,(u~a,w)+a,(a,u~ w). 
For the @ product we have the following obvious properties: 
cY,V~(yIW=Ly,[V~(Y~CV]+cYi[LyiV~ W], 
W@ V= UJVO WI, 
where V and W are defined as previously. 
ter 
A. 
Let A,, and B,,, two covectors of respective/y R”” and R”“, then 
F XfP1 ~1 B,x“” = [A,,@ BJ[X’P’ @ X”“]. 
. Let us denote 
A,, = [ah,. . . , a:“], aj,ER, 
I = [b:, , . . . , b:;“], b:,ER, 
IPI = t),,..., C 4 1’ 1TV I4 = p, 
illI = 
Then, by linearity of the shuffle product, we have 
V,,J’ w H’,,‘l 
\ _ , 
ylrl, Yl’fl 
_ . 
A,, 
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Lemma 2.2. Vp, 4 EN, XIP’ @I Xi” = TP,yX’p+‘I’, wlrere TP,<, are dejined by the_follow 
ing recurrence : 
Vq E N G., = T,.,, = LOG 
vp,qw PfO9 4 # 0, 
T ,,.y = [I,, 0 UC 1.,111 Tq.,, 13 + [ LO UG> ~.~d 
x {[ u,.,, @ UP ‘.d IN It* @ Tp.y - II). 
Moreover, we have 7;,., = U,,QIT Tp.y. 
Proof. We only indicate some hints of the recurrent construction of the matrices 
Tp,(,. Let us suppose that we have 
X’P’@ X’Y-I’= T,,,, _,X’FtY-I’, 
. 
X’Y’@ X’P-I’= Tqp_IX’P+cI 1’ . . 
Then, we have 
X’P’@ X’(j’= (X@X’P_“) @ (X@X” I’), 
and, after some maI4 ,,ulations exposed in the appendix, 
XfPl(g ypfl 
= [ I,, 0 U,? ‘,,1” ]{[X@(X”“@ xlp “,I 
+ [ u,.,, 0 UC1 ‘Jr” q[xo(x’“‘@ X”’ “,]}, 
=[I,,ou,,l* y]{[X@r,,*, ,XfFtq “1 
+ [ L’,,,,, 0 u,,*i 1.1,” I][ 0 Tp.,, ,X’r+c’ “11. 
The use of the mi 
recurrent form of 
equality 
‘(II @ I r! = ’ “ ’ p ’ = h/,, ‘,*,,,’ ‘qg i ‘I I . cl 
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generating series 
Following our notations, a scalar generating series can be written as 
s = x §,X”‘, Vi, s, E R”‘. 
i‘0 
eore Let P and Q be two scalar generating series, 
Q = C Q,X”‘, 
i -0 i -x0 
then, R = P UJ Q = xi _() Ri X’ i’, where 
. From Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we can write 
R = PwQ= C 1 [pi@Qi]T,,.iX*i+jl, 
I -0 ,j -0 
and a reordering of indices states the result. q 
If now vectorial generating series are considered, in the theorem 4 and Qi are 
in R”‘x’l’ and are written as 
Pi=[ :I, Qi=[ QJ, Pi and Q!ER”‘. 
Then, we have obviously 
P;@Qf-, 
. 1 I p:“; Q;$ q.i-j* 
We indicate here the algebraic manipulations used to complete the proof of the 
Lemma 2.2. 
(.JV@;@‘-‘r) @ (X@X”‘_“) 
(y,xt~-‘J@ (X@X”‘_“) . = 1 (X@Jp_‘J)  LyJ’P-‘1 . . * 1; @ cy,Jp-11 1 
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+ 
‘a*(JpI-~l 
@ a~x[P-ll) 
. 
*l(xkll & a,,JIP-Il) 
. 
a,(X[q-” UJ a] 6 ypll) 
. 
+x@(x[4’@ xfp-“) . 
1 CYn(X[9-" & (yJp-‘l) 1 - a,( x[q-‘1 @ a,x[p-‘I) u”“-‘*nP-ur,(a!,X [P-II @ Jpr’lj 
. . 
Q*(Xwl & a,,x[P-Il) 
. 
. 
~~‘-‘,,I’-lLyl((y,x~P-~’ @ Jp’J) 
. . 
. 
cY”(X[q-‘l & alx[P-Il) = u~“-‘,“P-w,( cx,x * [P-II @ xr9-II) 
. . 
an(Xh-ll & a,xrP-Il) 
. 
ug-‘*“P-‘a!,( a,x l [P-II @ Jprll) 
= [I,@ &4-l p][ x @ (X[P’ @ ,rq-‘I)]. 
CUn.nml~+~4[Ifl~O Un'l-l,p 1-J = u* "0 u,q-l_"p-l_ . 
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